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MATRIX LOCALIZATIONS OF «FIRS. I

BY

PETER MALCOLMSON

Abstract. An n-fir is an associative ring in which every «-generator right ideal is

free of unique rank. Matrix localization of a ring involves the adjunction of universal

inverses to certain matrices over the ring, so that a new ring results over which the

matrices have inverses, but so that the minimum of additional relations is imposed.

A full matrix is a square matrix which, when considered as an endomorphism of a

free module, cannot be factored through a free module of smaller rank. The main

result of this paper is that if the original ring is an n-fir with n>2k and if we form a

matrix localization by adjoining universal inverses to all full matrices of size k, then

the resulting ring is an (n — 2 A: )-fir. This generalizes an announced result of V. N.

Gerasimov. There are related results on the structure of the universal skew field of

fractions of a semifir.

In algebraic geometry, the fact that a polynomial ring embeds in its quotient field

is of fundamental importance. Thus there has been interest in embedding a free

associative (but noncommutative) algebra in some sort of skew field. While various

ways have been found, the method of P. M. Cohn [3] results in the "largest" such

skew field, one which specializes to any other. This method, which may be termed

"matrix localization", involves the adjunction of inverses to certain matrices over the

free algebra (as opposed to the commutative case in which inverses of nonzero

elements are adjoined). The method may be applied to any ring, as in the commuta-

tive case, resulting in a "localized" ring.

Since the free algebra has the property that its right ideals are free (it is a "fir"),

there has been interest in whether a localized ring will have the same sort of

property. Cohn and W. Dicks [4,5] have given conditions under which the localiza-

tion of a fir is again a fir. More recently, V. N. Gerasimov [6] has announced that

using matrix localization to invert all nonzero elements of an "«-fir" (i.e., a ring for

which «-generator ideals are free) results in an (« — 2)-fir. [See Author's Notes

below.]

In this article the author intends to generalize the latter result in such a way as to

increase the power of the methods available. This is done using earlier work on

matrix localizations [7] and a condition on the set of matrices to be inverted which is

sufficient to imply that the localized ring is a p-fir (for appropriate p). This is

applied to the case of inverting all k X k full matrices over an «-fir to show that the

localized ring is an (n — 2fc)-fir.
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In the preliminary section we recall the definitions of the relevant terms. The

second consists of a description of the main condition on a set of matrices to be

inverted, as well as statements of our main results. The third section includes the

proofs of these results and the related lemmas. Finally, we give an example showing

Gerasimov's result to be the best possible for n = 2 and suggesting the same for any

«.

The author wishes to acknowledge the advice and contribution of Jacques Lewin,

both in an early letter which suggested some of the techniques used below and in

valuable conversations.

Preliminaries. All rings will be associative with unit, and homomorphisms will

preserve the unit. Let R be such a ring. An n-term relation over R is a row matrix X

with « entries and a column matrix Y of the same size, both over R, such that

XY = 0. Such a relation is said to be trivial if for every entry of X, either that entry

is zero or the corresponding entry of Y is zero. We call an «-term relation

trivializable if there exists an invertible matrix Z over R such that the «-term relation

(XZ)(Z~]Y) = Ois trivial.

A ring R such that every k-term relation is trivializable for each k *£ « is called an

n-fir. We say R is a semifir if R is an «-fir for all «. These definitions are from P. M.

Cohn's book [3] on such rings and their analogues. In particular we note the result

that R is an «-fir if and only if every right ideal on *s « generators is a free module

on a well-defined number of generators (hence the name fir, an acronym for free

ideal rings).

If X is a k X n matrix and Y an « X m matrix, both over R, and if XY = 0 (the

zero matrix), we will call this an n-term matrix relation. It will be said to be trivial if

for every column of X, either that column is (all) zero or the corresponding row of Y

is zero. It will be called trivializable if there is an invertible matrix Z over R such that

(XZ)(Z~]Y) = 0 is trivial. It is easy to check by induction that over an «-fir every

k-lerm (k < w) matrix relation is trivializable.

Matrix localization involves the formation of universal inverses for certain matrices

over R (any ring). Let 2 be a collection of square matrices (of various sizes, perhaps)

over R. A ^-inverting R-ring is a homomorphism from R to another ring such that

the image of each matrix in 2 (that is, the result of applying the homomorphism to

each entry) is an invertible matrix over the second ring. The universal ^.-inverting

R-ring X: R -» Ä2 is a 2-inverting Ä-ring such that for any 2-inverting Ä-ring R -> S

there is a unique ring homomorphism R2 -» 5 completing the diagram. This X:

R -» R% is unique up to appropriate isomorphism. We will refer to X as the universal

homomorphism and to /?2 as the universal 2-inverting ring, or perhaps as the matrix

localization.

Cohn [3, p. 255] shows how X and R2 may be constructed by generators and

relations. This author has presented a more explicit construction of R% [7] under the

assumption that 2 satisfies the following closure condition. We will call 2 multiplica-

tive if (1) the 1 X 1 identity matrix belongs to 2, and if (2) whenever A and B are

matrices in 2, then the matrix (o£) belongs to 2, where C is any matrix of the

appropriate size.
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For any set 2 of square matrices, there clearly exists a multiplicative closure of 2,

the smallest multiplicative set containing 2. An element of this closure will have the

form

u
0

0

\

\
0

where each A¡ is a square block in 2 and the *'s denote arbitrary blocks. We will say

that this matrix has block upper triangular form with diagonal blocks A,, A2,_Two

such matrices will be said to have the same shape if the corresponding diagonal

blocks have the same sizes.

We will also call 2 factor-closed if whenever AB is in 2 for square matrices A, B

over R, then both A and B are in 2.

We will now describe the inner rank function p for matrices over R. If X is an

« X m matrix over R, then X may factor as X = YZ, where y is an « X A: matrix

and Z is k X m, both over R. The inner rank p(X) is defined to be the minimal k for

which this sort of factorization occurs. A square matrix is full if its inner rank is the

same as its size.

Inasmuch as an « X m matrix may be regarded as a map from a free module of

rank m to one of rank «, we will allow the existence ofnXm matrices with n = 0 or

m = 0 (or both). Such matrices are said to be null and correspond to zero maps to

and from the free module of rank zero. In particular, the inner rank of any zero

matrix is zero.

The results. The following is the specialized definition that allows us to carry out

our program. A set 2 of square matrices over R is said to be p-complete if the

following trivialization condition holds: for every matrix relation of the form

(A     X    P\
\S     T    U)

'G
G

\B

V\

w\ =
Y I

where A and B are either null (0 X 0) or in 2, and where X has < p columns, there

exists an invertible matrix Z over R such that

(A     X    P)Z=(A'

\S     T    Uf        \S'
X'    0
r   o

and    Z
S     T    U)

where A' and B' are either null or in 2, and where

(r>   "HS

¡Q
G

\B

W
Y I

0
G'
B'

0
w
Y'

is a trivial relation. In this definition we intend that the A, X, P,... denote matrices

of appropriate sizes over R and that the primed matrices A', X',... have the same

sizes as their umprimed counterparts. In view of the similarity to the trivialization

for firs, we will refer to this as a "block trivialization".
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Note that ^-completeness implies (p — Incompleteness and that 0-completeness

has meaning (X,T,G and W are then null). If we take B to be null as well, the

definition states that each matrix relation

(í)H¡¡)
is trivializable to

(í)-(ü)-

Ths implies that V — 0 and hence that any A G 2 is a non-zero-divisor (on the other

side by a symmetrical argument).

We also note that if, in the original definition, A and B are both taken to be null,

the result is the statement that every p-Xervn matrix relation is trivializable. Hence the

existence of a /^-complete 2 necessitates that R be a p-fir.

The theorems below give our main results of interest. However, the reader may be

interested in some of the lemmas of the following section, particularly Lemmas 5

and 7.

Theorem 1. Let 2 ¿>e a p-complete set of square matrices over R. Then R2 is a p-fir,

and R -> R% is an embedding.

Let us describe some notation for the other results. For each k, let 3>¿ denote the

set of all full k X k matrices over R. Let Rk denote the universal 4^-inverting ring.

Let <bx denote the union of the <Pk and let R^ denote the universal <t>x -inverting

ring.

Now for any ring S, we can form the set 2, of 1 X 1 nonzero (i.e., full) matrices

over S. We denote by 5(1) the universal 2,-inverting ring. Now inductively we can

define 50) = (S0-0)0' for all i > 1.

Theorem 2. Let R be an n-fir with 2k < n. Then $k is (n — 2k)-complete.

Corollary 1. Let R be an n-fir with 2k < n. Then Rk and R(k) are (n — 2k)-firs.

Theorem 3. Let R be a semifir. Then there is a commutative diagram of ring

homomorphisms as follows:

I

R0)

Furthermore, in this diagram all rings are semifirs and all maps are embeddings.

Finally, the ring Rx is a skew field which is the direct limit of either of the two rows.

'2

I

R(2)

\

R

I
R3

I

R0)

I
R„

\

/
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The proofs. We use a series of lemmas, each of which has some independent

interest.

Lemma 1. Suppose 2 is p-complete, and let 2 denote the multiplicative closure o/2.

Then 2 is p-complete, and furthermore the block trivialization required may be

accomplished so that A and A' (and simultaneously B and B') have the same shape.

Proof. For the required trivialization, we will proceed by induction on the total

number of diagonal blocks in A and in B.

If A and B have only one diagonal block each (i.e., are in 2) or are null, the

/»-completeness of 2 provides the necessary trivialization. If (say) A is the identity

matrix in

//     X    P\
\S     T     U!

Q
G
B

V

W
Y I

or

we may partially trivialize by

i's

and then finish by trivializing

(r U')(GB     £)=(0    0)

(where A is null). We may treat B symmetrically, completing the argument when the

minimal number of blocks occur in A and B.

Now let us assume A consists of more than one block (again the case for B will be

symmetrical). So assume

A^

0

c
A-,

Px
P

U]

Ql

G
\ B

"2

W
Y

where Ax E 2, A2 E 2 (or is an identity matrix) and B G 2 (or is null).  By

induction, the relation

¡Q2
\A2   X2   P2)    g

\ B
W
Y I

(0    0)

may be trivialized to

(A'2    X'2 (0   0),
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where A'2 E 2 (or is an identity matrix), B' G 2 having the same shape as B, and

X'2(G' W') trivially zero. If the trivialization is accomplished by the invertible

matrix Z, then by rearranging rows of Z we may assume X'2 has the form (X'2X 0)

and (G'    W') has the form

0       0
G'2 W{

Now using the matrix (¿|), we can partially trivialize the original relation into

I A,     C
0

$2

X'u

X'2X

t:

X'„

T'J2

p\

0

V

(2,
0
0

G2

0
0
w;

\ B'      Y'

0     0
0    0

We can use induction again to trivialize

obtaining a relation

X'X2

Tí

P{

U'

/ß.
G2 m

\ B'    r
or

A\ X"2
G'2 W2"

B"      Y"

= (0    0\
lo   or

where A\ G 2 has the same shape as Ax, B" E 2 has the same shape as B', and

X"\(G2'    W!¿)

is trivially zero. The result of this trivialization on the original relation is

A\       C        Ai i

o A'2

Si

x2i

T[

Y"
A.x2

0

T'J2

/ o
0
0

G'i

0
0
0

B"      Y"

(°     °)10    0)

which is trivialized as desired.

We now wish to use the author's construction of Ä2 in the following lemma. This

construction is based on the result of P. M. Cohen [3] that every element of Rx is of

the form FA~XX, where F is a row matrix over R, X is a column, and A is an element

of the multiplicative closure of 2. (Actually, the F, A, X are images in i?2 of the

appropriate matrices over R.)
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Lemma 2. Let 2 be 0-complete, 2 its multiplicative closure and X: R -» i?2 the

universal   ^.-inverting   homomorphism.    Then   an   element   r   in   R   has   X(r) =

X( F)X( A)~'X( X) ( where A E 2 and F, X are appropriately sized ) in R% if and only if

there exist P,Q of the same shape as A, with P G 2 and U, V, all over R, such that

P

In particular, X is an embedding.

U
(e v).

Proof. The latter factorization implies that X(A) and X(P) are invertible, whence

X(Q) is, also. An easy computation in this case shows

X(F)X(A)~[X(X) = X(U)X(V) = X(r).

Conversely, if X(F)X(A)~]X(X) = X(r), then by the author's construction [7] there

exist L', A/', S, T in 2 and J', W', Y, X with

0
1
0
0

0
0
L'
0

0
0
0

M'

i   r o

X
-r

0
w
0

|)(r|Z).

Let 5 have block rows Sx, S2, S3, S4, compatible with the diagonal blocks A, 1, L',

A/', and let the corresponding block rows of the identity matrix be 1X,I2,I3,I4. Then

we have the following factorization:

IF

U

1     /'

M'

X
-r

W

L' -L

1    J'

where the dots represent zero blocks. Relabelling the blocks outlined above, we get a

factorization

lA

\F    J

M

X\

W

I

R2

M-,

X,

Z2j
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where Ax, A2, L, M, Lx, L2, Mx, M2 are in 2 and Ax and A2 have the same shape as

A.

Now we use Lemma 1 to trivialize the relation

(¿i    *.)
R2

(0    0)

to one of the form

The effect on the original factorization transforms it into

Ax P[ Q'x

■ L\ ■

■ N[ M\

\ Fx G\ H\ i

L'2      ■

A'     M'     Z'2  '

M

\F    J

X

W

where L\ and M2 are still in 2. Now we use the lemma again to trivialize

Q'x

H'x

and rewrite the original as

( A\     P[        ■

■      L\

N'x     M\>

F'x     G\

I A'

M'2

Pi

L'2

into
A\     0W   0

F[     0}\M'2'

n  \

K'2    W2'     M'{     Z'{ i
M

F    J

x\

w

where A\, M2 are in 2 and A\ has the same shape as Ax. From this, it follows that

a ?)-(í)w *•
as desired. We remark that A2 has the same shape as A because A\ does, and because

the diagonal blocks of A\ are non-zero-divisors.

To conclude that X is an embedding, let X(r) = 0. Then there is a factorization

(! i)-C)<..>.
where p G 2 is 1 X 1. Since pq = 1 and p is a non-zero-divisor, q = px = u'x and

r — pv = uv = 0.

If 2 is assumed to be factor-closed in Lemma 2, then we can easily see that Q is an

2, as well. Even a weaker condition will do; we can assume that if A = BC with

A, B, C, square and A, B E 2, then C G 2. We get a similar condition from our

completeness assumption.

Lemma 3. Let A = BC, where A, B, and C are square matrices and A,BE"2..IfS.

is 0-complete, then there is an invertible matrix E with EC G 2.
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Proof. The matrix relation

(B   /)( V
is trivializable, say by the invertible matrix

Zn      Z|2
Z=,

Z.2X        Z-22

Then(B   I)Z = (B'   0) with B' G 2. So

5'      0

(f Í ^11       ^12

is invertible. Since B' G 2 is a non-zero-divisor, 5' is invertible and so is Z,2. We

now use

*"(í)=(¿)

with ,4' G 2, or

That shows -C — ZX2A', finishing the proof.

Lemma 4. Over any ring, suppose (A    X)Z = (B    Y), where A, B and Z are

invertible square matrices and X, Y are compatibly sized blocks. Then the matrix

is invertible with inverse

(Symmetrically, if

then

has inverse

Proof. If we put

(o  /)z(-*;r

(o i)z-\-a-;x).

(/  -ra-')z(ó)

_ / z,,    Z12

\ z2i   z22

then let D = Z2XB'] and C = Z22 - DY. From this we get

A     X\ II     0\lB     Y\
0     //        \D    Cl\0    /r
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whence C is invertible and

C=(0    I)Z
-B~XY

I

Proof of Theorem 1. The homomorphism À: R -» R^ is an embedding by

Lemma 2; we will suppress the notation for X in what follows. Suppose we have an

«2-term relation in R%, with m < p. Write it as 2(fiAjxxi)(giB~xyi) = 0 with A¡,

B¡ G 2, the multiplicative closure of 2. Let A be the matrix with diagonal blocks A¡,

F the row consisting of the rows / arranged consecutively, X the matrix whose

columns are the x/s. Similarly, we can form G (whose rows are the g,'s), B (with

diagonal blocks B¡), and Y (a column of they¡). Then we have the w-term relation

( FA ' ' X )( GB - ' y ) = 0, with A, B G 2, and we can easily compute that

(F   0) 0

-XG

B Vr)- inR 2-

According to Lemma 2 there is a factorization

(•)

' A       XG     0 ]

0        B        Y
\F       0        0 /

A,

0

T

P

B-x

U I
0

Q
B,

V

w

over R, where Ax, Bx E 2. By Lemma 1, 2 is /»-complete, so by Lemma 3 there is an

invertible E with EB2 E 2. In (*) we can replace B2 by EB2, W by EW, P by PE~\

and so forth, or, equivalently, in (*) we may assume Ax, B2 E 2.

Now we have

I Q      V\
G     0     =

A,

T

X

0 », W i

By /»-completeness of 2, there exists an invertible Z with

X

0

A\
T

X'

U'

Q

B,

v\
0
w

0

G'
B'2

0
V
W'

where A\, B'-, E 2 and

(*)(G'    V) = 0

is trivial. Using Lemma 4 over R^,

I
0 Ï)'

-A\-lX'

I
0

0

0
/

has inverse

-A\XX

I
0

-A\XP

0
/

c,
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say. Computing shows that

so Lemma 4 shows that

C
B,

G'
B2

-A\XX
(/    -G'fir')c(¿) = (0    /    G'B2-X)Z-X\      j

0     /

has inverse (over R-%)

(0   /    -GB2X)Z
-A\-XX'

I
\      0

Now the w-term relation (FA XX)(GB XY) = 0 can be adjusted by the above

matrices into

FA~xX(0   I    -GB2X)Z
-A\-XX

A

I
\      0

/

(0   /    -G'B'2X)Z
-A\~XX

I      \GBlY,

\     0

which we claim is trivially zero. To see this, first note that all of Ax, A2, Bx, B2, A\,

B'2 are invertible over R%. Now compute

FA'xX(0    I    -GB2X) = FA~X(AX    X   P) + FA~X{-AX    0    AXQB2X)

= FA~X(AX    X   P) + (-T   0    -U).

Then

F^-'A^O    /    -GB2X)Z

by more computation. Similarly,

(0   /    -G'B'2X)Z

But

-A'rxX'

\      0      /

= {T'A\-X    -!)(*)

AXXX

\     0     /
~XY=(G'    V')\B'*W'

[u>YG'    V*>
is already trivially zero, completing the claim. Thus Rx is a/»-fir.

We now proceed to results on the inner rank function over an «-fir which allow us

to prove Theorem 2. These are similar to the algebraic rank functions of [8].

Lemma 5. Let p denote inner rank over an n-fir. Then p satisfies:

(1)P(0) = 0;

(2)P(1)= 1;
(3) p(ab) < MIN(p(a), p(b)) for any matrices a, b;
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(4) p(o°) < p(a) + p(b)for any matrices a, b;

(5)ifp(líh)<n,then

p(o     I) > P(a) + p(b)

for any matrices a, b,c.

Proof. All are straightforward (indeed, true over any nonzero ring) except (5). Let

p(S    Cb)=k<n,

so that there is an appropriate factorization

(o   ¿) = (i)(z  w)-

Then yz = 0 is a k-lerm matrix relation. We can trivialize this and apply the

appropriate invertible matrix to the whole factorization (perhaps rearranging

rows/columns if necessary) to obtain a new factorization

(I I) 0     ^      0     wij-

Denote by kx the number of columns in x'x, and by k2 the number of columns in^2.

Then a = x\z\ and b — y2w{ imply

p(o    b) =k = kx+k2^p(a) + P(b).

Note that as a result of (3), elementary row and column operations may be

performed on a matrix without changing its inner rank.

Lemma 6. Let R be an n-fir, p its inner rank. Let A be a matrix over R and ax, a2

columns over R with the same number of rows as A. If p(A ax) + p(A a2) < «,

then

p(A    ax    a2)<p(A    ax) + p(A    a2) - p(A).

Proof. Using (l)-(5) of Lemma 5,

(A    a2    0     0 \        ¡A     0     0     a2
p(A    ax) + p(A    a2)^p\Q      Q     A =P   „     A Q

i / \ "

A     0      0     a2\ IA     0      0     a-,

A     A     ax     a2J        \ 0     A     ax
P\ -2\ =P   a     a     „      Jl >p(A) + p(A    ax    a2).

Note that a similar statement holds for rows. We use these to prove a relationship

between inner rank and full submatrices.

Lemma 7. Let R be an n-fir, p its inner rank. If A is a matrix over R with largest full

submatrix of size k < n/2, then p(A) = k.
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Proof. In any case p(A) 3= k. Let us assume A is a minimal size counterexample

to the lemma. Clearly A is not 1X1. Let A0 be a full submatrix of A of maximal size

k. Rearrange A as

A0    Ax

A2     A3

with p(A) > k by assumption. Clearly neither Ax nor /12 is null.

If A, has more than one column, then by the minimality of A the matrix obtained

from A by eliminating one or two columns of Ax has inner rank k. This would

contradict Lemma 6. Similarly, A2 cannot have more than one row. Since A cannot

be full by the choice of A0, p(A) < k + 1, which contradicts the original assump-

tion.

Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose

Ia x p)
\S     T     Ul

Q   V\    ¡o   o

where A, B G $k (or null) and X has m *£ « — 2k columns. The entire matrix

relation is =£ «-term, so it is trivializable as desired, except for the requirement that

A', B' in the trivialized relation

0    0\
0    01

can be taken to be full. The inner rank of (A X P) is k, since A is full. This is the

same as the inner rank of (A' X' 0) and 2k < «, so there is a full submatrix of

(A' X' 0) of size k by Lemma 7. We may assume this submatrix is A' by

rearranging columns. The nonzero rows of

may be simultaneously rearranged to force B' to be full. (We remark that if A or B is

null the situation is easier.)

The proof of Corollary 1 is clear, using induction for R(k). We prove two more

lemmas for Theorem 3.

Lemma 8. Let R be an n-fir, A a full matrix of size k < n/2 + 2. Then there is a full

(square) submatrix of A of size k — 1.

Proof. Let the largest full proper submatrix of A have size / ^ 0. Assume

K k — 2; then / < «/2. By Lemma 7 every proper submatrix of A has inner rank

*£ /. Since / < k — 2, there is a k X (k — 2) submatrix of A with inner rank /. Now

an application of Lemma 6 shows that the inner rank of a is *£ /, a contradiction.

The last lemma is a slight generalization of a result of Cohn and W. Dicks [5,

Lemma 4]. An honest embedding is a ring embedding such that full matrices have

full images.
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To state the lemma in greater generality, recall that a stably-free module is a

module M such that the direct sum of M with some finitely generated free module is

isomorphic to some finitely generated free module.

Lemma 9. Let R — S be an honest embedding and let 2 be a set of matrices over R

whose images are invertible over S. If the universal ^-inverting ring R^ satisfies the

condition that every stably-free module is free on a well-defined number of generators,

then the induced map R-% -» 5 is an honest embedding.

Proof. We will suppress the notation for the homomorphisms involved, indicating

explicitly in which ring relations hold. As in the proof of Theorem 2, any matrix over

R^ may be written in the form FA~XX, where A is in the multiplicative closure of 2

and F, X are over R. Assume now that the image of FA~XX is a (square) nonfull

matrix over S. Then the matrix

A     X\ = (A     OW/ 0     W/    A-ix\
f   o/    If   /Mo   fa-xxI\o    -i /'

is nonfull over S. By the honesty assumption, the matrix is nonfull over R, say

a í)(S)=<e ">■
Now over Rs we can see that

Í7       °,   ) = (     A'XP     )(Q   QA-xx-v).
\0    FA^xXl      \U-FA-xPF '

The assumption on R% implies that the matrices A~XP and Q can be "filled out" to

form a pair of inverse matrices, say by

(see [5]). Then by checking sizes we can verify that

f7      °,  ) = (    A'lp , )(ß  l)(aM{q  qa-xx-v)
lo     FA-]X)      \U-FA-XP! \   A-   /V !

11      0  )(/       0   \
\0    ULl\0    -kv)

shows FA'XX to be nonfull over Ä2. This checks the honesty of the homomorphisms;

for the embedding condition we can take FA'XX to be 1 X 1 and follow the above

proof with A', L null.

Proof of Theorem 3. P. M. Cohn has shown [3] (or see [9]) that Rx is a skew

field (and thus a semifir) and that the universal map R -» Rœ is an honest

embedding. Since all the ä\ are semifirs by Corollary 1, they satisfy the condition of

Lemma 9, so we get embeddings R -» Rk -» Rx. Similarly, but by induction this

time, the Rik) are semifirs and we get (honest) embeddings R -* Rik) -> Rœ.

If A E $k, then Lemma 5(5) shows

(
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Computation shows

(i .r=(i," ?)■
so /I is invertible over Rk + X. Then universality gives the map Rk -» Ä A +,. We remark

that (as will continue throughout the proof) commutativity of diagrams is established

by the uniqueness of universally-defined maps.

Suppose by induction that we have defined the map Rk -* R{k). If A E $*+„ then

by Lemma 8 and rearrangement we may assume

"(i §)•

where B is full of size k. For convenience use the same notation for the image of A

over R{k). Then

A = (B    C\ = IB    OW/ fi-'C      \
\D    £/      \D     l/\0     E-DB-'Cl'

where 5"' exists over R(/r) by the induction hypothesis.

If E — DB~XC = 0 in R{k), then /I is not full over Rik), which is impossible since A

is invertible over the skew field Äx (or by honesty). So E — DB~XC ¥= 0, and the

image of A over R(k+]) is invertible. Universality now provides the map Rk+]-*
R(k+X)

All maps can now be seen to be embeddings by the commutativity of the diagram

(which follows as before). That Rx is the direct limit of the upper row is clear; but

then the lower row is "squeezed" between the upper row and its limit, proving that

the limit for both rows is the same.

Remarks on counterexamples. In this section we give some justification that

the result of Corollary 1 is best possible. In particular we will give examples of a 2-fir

R such that Rx is not a 1-fir (i.e., not a domain).

Let R be the algebra over a field k generated by 18 (noncommuting) variables

which comprise the entries of two 3X3 matrices C, D (over R by definition) and

satisfying the 9 relations given by the equation CD = 0. If we let L be the k-algebra

generated by noncommuting variables c, d under the relation cd = 0, then R is

(isomorphic to) the "coefficient ring" W3(L) as defined by G. Bergman [1]. This ring

has the universal property that homomorphisms from R to any ring M are in 1-1

correspondence with homomorphisms from L to m3(M), the ring of 3 X 3 matrices

over M. By results of Bergman or by the original work of Cohn [2], it may be seen

that R is a 2-fir (though not a 3-fir).

By Theorem 2 the set $, of nonzero (full) 1 X 1 matrices over R is 0-complete. Let

us write the first two rows of C as

la    x    p\

\ s      t      u I

and the first two columns of D as

' q     v \

g     w\

,b   yI
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By Lemma 2 the map from R to the universal $,-inverting ring Rx is an embedding,

so we will use the same notation for the images. Then in R,,

(t — sa~xx)(w — gb~xy) — tw — sa'xxw — tgb'xy + sa'xxgb'xy

— tw + sa~x(av + py) + (sq + ub)b~xy — sa~x(aq + pb)b~xy

= tw + sv + uy — 0.

We may see t — sa'xx and w — gb~xy are not zero by using the universal property of

R and of A*,, but it is easier to use Lemma 2.1ft — sa~xx — 0 in Rx, then we get ("*)

not full over R. This is impossible, since we can map C to I and D to 0 over k,

obtaining a map from A* to A: for which the image of (") is full. The argument that

w — gb'xy ¥= 0 is similar (though using a different homomorphism), so Rx is not a

domain.

This method easily extends to show that over a 2A:-fir the universal $ ¿.-inverting

ring need not be a domain. When the method is applied to the appropriate universal

(2k + p)-fir and we get a /»-fir by localizing, we also get a (/» + l)-term relation

which appears to be nontrivializable. However, the proof of this claim seems to be

beyond the level of the present techniques.

Author's Notes (added in proof). The first description of Gerasimov's results

(appearing in [6]) that I received was in the form stated in the introduction to this

paper. It now appears that his results are quite as general as Theorems 1 and 2

above. Thus the new results of this paper include only Theorem 3 and the discussion

of counterexamples (aside from various lemmas).

The author also notes that the techniques required to complete the discussion of

the above counterexample(s) will appear in another paper (to follow in this journal).
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